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DEAR TIGI
NATION,

S

pring has sprung and that means
BLONDES ARE BACK, too (okay, so
thankfully for us, blondes are year ‘round).
We’re thrilled to introduce three NEW
high-lift shades for five levels of lift in only 35 minutes
and three NEW Gloss shades, available just in
time for Spring. We also know that no blonde is
alike and your clients are looking for results customized
just for them, so Christel and the team have created
a Custom Blondes Collection filled with techniques
to inspire you.
AND FINALLY, THE WAIT IS OVER…in April,
your favorite Bed Head Shampoos and Conditioners,
Catwalk Oatmeal & Honey, and S Factor
Smoothing Lusterizer will all be available in 1.5
Liters for use at the backbar! Help drive retail while
allowing your clients to experience the amazing
fragrances and instant results of our shampoos
and conditioners.
In April/May we will also introduce our NEW
Bed Head Volume Superheroes…our BIGGEST
innovation yet this year. Create volume like never
before! Start with the new FULLY LOADED
Shampoo & Conditioning Jelly and create bolder,
braver styles with the new BIG HEAD Volume
Boosting Foam and FULL OF IT Volume Finishing
Hairspray! This isn’t just any Shampoo and
Conditioner, this is our most advanced volumizing
technology yet! While other salon shampoos simply
remove build up, this actually has UPLOADER
technology which lifts the hair and gives it staying
power. One of a kind volumizing conditioning
technology plumps and swells hair while enabling
it to absorb moisture without adding weight. All
proof that size DOES matter.
Congratulations to our 2016 Inspirational Youth
finalists! Inspirational Youth is a program TIGI
has been committed to for over 10 years, and this is
only the second time we’re bringing it to The Americas.
Learn more about IY and our finalists in this issue
of Trends. I encourage you to follow the future of
our industry through the finalists’ journey, and
hopefully your passion for this industry will be
reignited along the way.
Speaking of passion, check out our feature on
“The Drawing Room” in NYC. This exclusively
TIGI salon is always busy, dedicated to best in
class service, consistently strives to be ahead of
the curve and is one of the most sought-after
salon destinations in
Manhattan. I’m so
proud to have them as
a part of our TIGI family.
Happy Spring…
#MAKEITMASSIVE
Elisa Fischer
GM, TIGI® Americas

Volume is the critical foundation for any statement styles,
and giving your clients the right type of volume for their
hair is essential. Your clients are depending on you to create
loud and proud volume that lasts and helps them stand out
from the crowd.
FULLY LOADED™ is our most advanced wash and care range and the ﬁrst
big step to creating volume that’s out of this world! Then go big or go home
with our new superhero stylers BIG HEAD™ Volume Boosting Foam and
FULL OF IT™ Volume Finishing Hairspray.
Our new wash and care range and new styling superheroes work with the
already existing Superstar™ range to build a styling system that provides
clients with larger than life styles.
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IGI Inspirational Youth has been a well-respected and successful
program since its 2004 launch in the UK. Ten years later the
program expanded to include US and Germany participants,
while still hosted in the UK. For the first time, one of the most

prestigious programs in hairdressing will be held in the United States.
Inspirational Youth finalists will be brought to the TIGI NYC Academy
to expand their technical and creative knowledge, enhance their presentation
skills, and learn about fashion and photographic work. During this intensive
training, they develop as stylists, individuals and as a team.
Ten finalists are chosen from hundreds of applicants to attend an intensive
6-day boot camp with the TIGI Creative Team. This year TIGI Inspirational
Youth 2016 Americas Edition will be held at the NYC Academy from
April 26-May 1. After honing in their skills and taking some time to put their
education to practice, the group will perform at BTC Cut and Colour Show.

TIGI Inspirational Youth is a program close to Anthony Mascolo, TIGI
International Artistic Director and Founder’s heart. “When I began my
career, my brothers gave me the opportunity, support and inspiration to
experience photo shoots and shows, which gave me invaluable skills. In
turn, I want to provide today’s young hairdressers with the chance to grow
their talent. They are the future of our industry.”
Past participants have accomplished fantastic things. From Session Stylists,
to TIGI Ambassadors, to Hairdresser of the year, the possibilities are endless.
Some success stories out of TIGI Inspirational youth include Philip Downing,
TIGI UK Education and Creative Director from the 2007 team, Rory Gamble,
Forresters Artistic Team Director from the 2011 team, Skyler McDonald,
London Hairdresser of the Year in 2010 and 2011 from the 2005 team, and
Rosie Binns, NW Hairdresser of the Year in 2014 from the 2010 team.

ABOVE
JOSHUA MASCOLO

Q. HAVE YOU EVER HAD A HAIR DISASTER?
A. Almost! There was this one time when I had to do the hair of a girl with very
curly, long hair. I cut it far too short and she wasn’t happy. But luckily I managed
to choose the right TIGI products to make the style and finish look great, and spent
time showing her how to use the products at home. Luckily, she went from being
unhappy to extremely happy and even excited about her new look!
Q. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS IMPORTANT TO
CREATING A SUCCESSFUL STYLE.
A. A good knowledge about the products you’re using and what they can do and also
knowledge about why you’re doing something – both with the hair and the products.
That’s something my dad has taught me.
Q. SO WHAT PRODUCT DO YOU REACH FOR WHEN
YOU’RE DOING YOUR OWN HAIR?
A. Bed Head® Hard to Get™.
Q. WHO IS YOUR GREATEST INSPIRATION?
A. First and foremost my biggest inspiration is my dad. He’s giving me so many
opportunities and is sharing all his own knowledge and experiences with me.

GENERATION Z
Since joining TIGI, Anthony and Pat’s son,
Joshua Mascolo, has been based in the TIGI
European Academy in London. Still only 19, he
has worked on TIGI major shows in Europe and
the USA. So what’s it like to be the next generation
of the Mascolo family? We talk to Josh.
Q. DID ANTHONY TEACH YOU AT THE
BEGINNING OF YOUR CAREER?
A. I started off by doing the Beginners’ Course at the Toni & Guy Academy in
London, but my mum taught me a lot too.
Q. ANTHONY SAYS HE NEVER THOUGHT ABOUT
DOING ANYTHING ELSE. IS THAT THE SAME FOR YOU?
A. Growing up around hair made me love the industry from a very young age.
When I came home from school, my dad would often be doing photo-shoots
in the studio and I’d hang around watching. You can’t help learning something
in that environment. I must have been around 8 years old when I first became
aware of hair.

Q. WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU?
A. I’ve been working as an assistant in the TIGI Academy in London ever since I
finished my Beginners’ Course and I’ve learnt loads from the Team there. My next
goal is to be promoted to a teacher. I really look forward to educating hairdressers.
I’m totally committed to hairdressing and I want to do my part in making the
perception of the industry grow.
PHOTOS: Alex Barron-Hough

invent it.
own it.
©ustomize it.
For more creative inspiration and
to become a TIGI® copyright©olour™
stockist visit:
www.tigicopyrightcolour.com
TIGIPROFESSIONAL
TIGICREATIVES

Introducing 6 new amazing shades, from
high-lift blonde shades to soft, cool ash
tones designed by the TIGI International
Creative Team to create ©ustomized
blonde results.
Showcasing 5 exclusive, on-trend
techniques, the ©ustom collection allows
colourists to excite clients with beautiful,
tailored results for increased client loyalty.
The dream of ©ustomized results for every
blonde is now a reality.

COLOUR
SPOTLIGHT:
GINA KAHN
TIGI is proud to welcome Gina Khan as the newest
TIGI® copyright©olour™ Salon Spokesperson. For over
35 years, Khan has continued to push the boundaries of
colour and creativity, earning the respect of all in the
industry. As a dedicated master colourist, Gina fully
supports the TIGI® philosophy of By Hairdressers, For
Hairdressers and together we are strongly positioned to
move copyright©olour™ to the next level.
Gina has had her fair share of career highlights including
being recently awarded Intercoiffure Haircolourist of the
Year, however it’s not only beauty professionals who
benefit from her masterful skills. In between inspiring
on main stages across the globe, Khan maintains her
role of owner, master colourlist and mentor at her very own
salon in San Francisco. “As an owner, I feel that I have a
better understanding of the day-to-day routine,” she says
“I make sure that I always ‘live’ what I teach and what
I believe in.”
Gina’s creativity, experience and straightforward approach
make her the perfect fit for TIGI®. She has shown
resilience in this industry by constantly challenging herself to grow with no signs of slowing down. How does
she do it? “Never let good get in the way of great,”
Khan says. “You’ve got to keep reinventing yourself.
Empty your glass a little bit every day to make room for
new information. There’s a lways s omet hing ne w
to discover.”

RED
CARPET
READY
with Steven Castillo
Celebrity Stylist

GET PRIYANKA’S
#PERFECTPONY

Apply a nickel-size amount of S Factor by TIGI
Smoothing Lusterizer to eliminate frizz. Create a
center part and gather hair into a low ponytail, secure
with an elastic. Ta ke a pi n c h of h ai r f rom t h e
ponytail and slick it down with S Factor by TIGI
Creamy Molding Wax, then wrap around the pony
to conceal the elastic, secure with a b obby pin.
Finish with a mist of S Factor by TIGI Vivacious
Hairspray.

We wanted to create something glamorous
and suitable for the Red Carpet but also
very comfortable to wear. Priyanka’s dress
is so beautiful and angelic, I didn’t want
to compete with it but rather complement
and showcase it.
– Castillo for S Factor by TIGI
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SPRING/SUMMER 2016 TRENDS
The TIGI Creative Team partnered with Libertine and Jonathan Simkhai to create looks for their Spring/Summer 2016 collections.

LIBERTINE
OUT-ALL-NIGHT TEXTURE
Libertine’s Spring/Summer Collection was one of the most eccentric to date. Drawing from many diverse
sources for inspiration, it’s no wonder the line is so imaginative. Using vibrant graphics and revolutionizing
old-school classics, this collection was inspired by German artist Blinkly Palermo, Tibetan Buddist Monks,
and Florescence microscopy cell research. The brand remains true to its bold and lively style.

“This style was inspired by the
more polished side of an undone,
carefree look. The severe side-part
combined with a gentle buckled
wave is soft, casual and allowed
for movement, it’s a refined ‘out
all night’ look – with a touch of
volume at the crown.”
– Thomas Osborne, TIGI US Creative Director

GET THE LOOK
After prepping wet hair with Catwalk®
Blow Out Balm™ for a smooth and
shiny look, a blow dryer is used to dry
and then “buckle” the hair. When done,
hair is lightly misted with Catwalk®
Work It Hairspray then loosened
with fingers and tease at the crown.

Jonathan Simkhai
URBAN AMERICANA
Jonathan Simkhai’s Spring/Summer 2016 Collection featured its usual
romantic, feminine silhouettes with bohemian and Americana elements.
The collection speaks to the contemporary woman, through the urban
architecture and scaffolding inspiration.

“This look was inspired by the softer side of urban
architecture. It’s a creative take on classic Americana –
it’s feminine and romantic, with a slightly bohemian vibe
that’s loose and casual. Combining elements of structure
and freedom – as materialized in the collection
– the hair look is soft, yet still polished.”
– Thomas Osborne, TIGI US Creative Director

GET THE LOOK
Begin with Catwalk® Bodifying Spray™ for volume and texture, then dry. Then, loosely gather hair behind
the shoulders and knot twice. Finally, separate with fingers and set with Catwalk® Work It Hairspray.
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with
THE

DRAWING
ROOM NEW YORK

T

he Drawing Room New York Hair Salon in SoHo is an award-winning
salon, named one of Manhattan’s Best Hair Salons by Refinery 29, voted
Top Ten on the Best of Citysearch 2010-2011 for Best Blowouts, Best Color,
Best Highlights and Best Straightening as well as the prestigious “Top 10
Critics Pick” for SoHo’s Best Hair Salon by NY Magazine. The Drawing Room
believes that hair is a form of expression and style, and like any piece of art, the hair
is their canvas. They are inspired by the poetic beauty of hair and the dynamic fashion
industry that surrounds them and are committed to creating the perfect style for each
and every one of their clients.

Q: How long have you been in business?
A: 7 years.
Q: How did you come up with idea for the salon?
A: The Drawing Room New York was named to be a place that people gather
for inspiration about hair. The philosophy of The Drawing Room New
York is to capture the essence of art through hair in a relaxed atmosphere.
We at The Drawing Room New York create architectural shapes that reflect
every individual’s unique personality.
Q: Can you describe the salon setting?
A: The Drawing Room New York is a private modern loft space hair salon
that fuses the concept of art and design through comfortable VIP
treatment. Awarded the best salon in Soho and located on the second
floor of Spring Street overlooking the bustling streets below. It’s clear
upon entering that every aspect of this environment has been thoughtfully
and purposefully selected to inspire the masterful work being
executed within.
Q: Can you briefly review your early career?
A: My journey began in 1995; I worked at Gino Coiffure and went to
train in London with Toni&Guy and Sassoon. This was the turning
point and I decided to move to New York. I started The Drawing
Room New York because I wanted to create an upscale salon with
strong technical skill unlike any other.
Q: What’s your favorite hairstyle or color trend happening right now?
A: I’ve been very inspired by the 2016 TIGI® Collection and World Release.
Specifically though, the new marble technique used to create a multi-tonal
effect is very interesting and I love the extensive variations happening
with the undercut –from classic to extremely edgy.
Q: Can you describe some of the services you offer in the salon?
A: We offer everything from hair color, keratin treatments, Japanese
straightening, makeup, wedding parties, facials, hair extensions, spray
tanning, waxing.... We are a full service salon and spa.
Q: What TIGI brands does your salon carry?
A: We use TIGI® copright©olor™, S Factor™, Bed Head®, and Catwalk® brands.
Q: What is the salons go-to TIGI product?
A: The S Factor™ Smoothing Lusterizer™, S Factor™ Diamond Dreams™
Dream Drop™s and the Catwalk® Session Series™ Salt Spray would be our
top 3 go-to products.
Q: Are you working on any other projects right now?
A: With Fashion Week approaching that is where my focus is at the moment
as far as projects.

GLOBE TROTTING WITH TIGI
Up, close and very personal with Anthony Mascolo

Recently, French General Manager, Alain Gerard, brought a group of 50
hairdressers from France and Belgium, together with members of the
trade press from those countries, to enjoy an exclusive evening at Anthony
Mascolo’s personal studio, Mascolo Space, in South London.
The evening gave guests an insight into the preparation and execution of
a TIGI photo shoot, with areas set up to show makeup, clothes styling,
hair styling and of course, the actual shoot. All took place in the beautiful
ambience of Anthony’s studio, which not only shows much of the history
of Anthony’s work, but is also a fascinating historical building.
Photographic images were projected onto screens to show guests the
outcome of each shot and with models showing both the TIGI Collection
2016 and concepts from both TIGI shows and fashion shows, the evening
was packed with inspiration and information.
After the shoot guests had the opportunity to mingle with Anthony
and the TIGI Team, enjoying refreshments and taking selfies.
PHOTOS: Mauro Carraro

WHAT’S YOUR CITY?
NYC vs. LONDON
By now you’ve probably seen the latest looks from Bed Head for Men.
For this collection Anthony Mascolo wanted to capture the feeling
of the habitat of the modern male in his urban playground. The shoot
was done in black and white to purposefully capture the gritty
mood of this inner-city warrior. Shot in London and New York, the
photographic story brings to life the feeling of life on the streets.
Whatever his occupation or personal style, whether he’s striding
down the narrow back streets of East London, running into the NY
subway or just hanging out and hanging in, there’s a feeling that these
guys want easy, accessible hairstyles and functional products to work
for them and make their hair look good fast.
“We know there are lots of guys who really don’t want to share their
girlfriends’/wives’ hair products,” says Anthony. “So we focused on
men’s cuts, men’s styling and achieving the look they want with the
right products. When these guys come to the salon, or when they’re
styling their own hair, we want to make them look great.”
— Anthony Mascolo, TIGI Founder.
PHOTOS: Anthony Mascolo & Alex Barron-Hough

#TIGITAKEOVER
SELENA GOMEZ
SLAYS ON THE
COVER OF W
MAGAZINE WITH
BED HEAD
SUEDE BROOKS
JOYRIDE!
CHECK OUT HER
HOW-TO VIDEO
TO GET YOUR
#HAIRTHRILLS

TIGI kicked off 2016 at One
Love in Cancun where sales,
education and marketing
came together to UNITE,
EXCITE, and IGNITE.

“OUR BRITALIAN
HERITAGE IS
THE MARRIAGE
BETWEEN BRITISH
PRECISION CUTTING
WITH ITALIAN
FLAIR – IT IS WHAT
DIFFERENTIATES US
IN THE INDUSTRY. ”

SALON AND
ACADEMY FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE.

Bruno Mascolo
CEO OF TONI&GUY

TONIGUYFRANCHISE.COM

This advertisement and the franchise sales information contained herein do not represent an offer to sell a franchise. The offer of a franchise can only be made through the delivery of a
franchise disclosure document. Certain states require that we register the franchise disclosure document in those states. We are not directing the communications on this advertisement
to the residents of any of those states. We will not offer or sell franchises in those states until we have registered the franchise (or obtained an applicable exemption from registration)
and delivered the franchise disclosure document to the prospective franchise that complies with applicable law. NEW YORK NOTICE: This advertisement is not an offering. An
offering can only be made by prospectus filed first with the Department of Law of the State of New York. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law.
TONI&GUY Hairdressing Academy Franchise, LP, 4251 Kellway Circle, Addison, TX 75001; TONI&GUY Salon Franchising Company LLC, 4251 Kellway Circle, Addison, TX 75001.

www.tigiprofessional.com
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